Bronchoscopy

Bronchoscopy is the use of a flexible or rigid tube to examine the airways. Bronchoscopy is used to detect and diagnose lung cancer. It is also used to remove airway blockages (i.e. food), to treat bleeding, to deliver radiation to cancerous areas (brachytherapy) and to take small tissue samples (biopsies). Flexible bronchoscopies are used when possible because they offer a better view for the physician and are less uncomfortable for the patient. The patient does not need to be under general anesthesia. Rigid bronchoscopy requires that the patient be under general anesthesia. Newer methods utilize fluorescent imaging techniques to better visualize the tissues. Using blue light instead of white light allows the detection of early cancers.

Bronchoscopies are often used in detection and diagnosis of lung and esophageal cancers, as early detection can be a key to survival. According to the Journal of Thoracic Disease, the 5-year survival rate of patients with late diagnosis is 17%, while those who got an early diagnosis had a 5-year survival rate of 70%. A bronchoscopy continues to be a highly useful tool for detection and diagnosis, as many new developments have been made in the technology. These include: narrow band imaging (NBI), autofluorescence bronchoscopy (AFB), and high magnification bronchovideoscopy (HMB), which bodes well for the future of cancer detection through bronchoscopy.